TOP RATED HOTELS IN
LONDON UNDER £400

Everyone has a different take on what's the best hotel for them whether they value cleanliness over all else, location location location or
modern over classic...so we've taken TripAdvisor's top ranked hotels,
ensured they met stringent criteria and tailored it for you!
by Concierge 99

OUR CRITERIA:

Location: Has to be in a spot easy to walk to any bars, restaurants,
cafes or other interesting parts of London
Modern and clean over dated or 'classic' hotels (sorry No.1 ranked
hotel on TripAdvisor)
Service: Must be a 5-star hotel, impeccable, up
to England's famously stringent standards with free wifi
Price: We've made the executive decision that the ideal London
hotel room is around the £315 to £400 mark

1

EGERTON HOUSE HOTEL

TripAdvisor reviewers can't get enough of this old-style but with modern amenities hotel.
It's impeccably clean, luxurious and the service is excellent. We could barely find a negative
comment about this place. Based in Chelsea, it's a great location for walking to museums
and around a beautiful London neighbourhood.

2

THE MILESTONE HOTEL

Guests exclaim about the unrivalled service and attention of the staff in this
romantic getaway hotel based in South Kensington. Great beds, elegant rooms
with tasteful furnishing, the rooms get high marks. Only downsides seem to be
room size but that can be fixed with an upgrade or special request.

3

CORINTHIA HOTEL LONDON

Glamorous hotel with spacious, clean rooms and a spa - sounds like the
ideal place to stay. One of the best locations you can stay in by the river
and still walk to all the sights London has to offer, you can't ask for more.
Guests rave about the spa but say the service could be better.

4

THE GORING

Old-world charm paired with high-end personal service bring this
hotel into the top ranked on TripAdvisor. Guests love the bar and
restaurant (as well as the room service) and the location in
Westminister by Buck Palace is ideal for tourists. Very rare negative
remarks are usually by those who don't prefer such personal service.

5

THE ARCH LONDON

Big, comfortable beds, exceptional service and attention to detail, as
well as ravings about the sumptuous bath towels and sheets all make
this hotel a must-visit in London. Located perfectly by Hyde Park and
Oxford Street, the only complaints seem to be about the restaurant food
and pricing.

6

THE MONTCALM LONDON

Service, style and comfort seem to be second nature to the folk at The
Montcalm. A sure sign of their status are the repeat visitors that won't
stay anywhere else in London. Modern, large rooms and its central
location ensure everyone is happy. Difficult to find any negative
comments on the hotel except some room sizes were too small.

7

THE HALKIN BY COMO

A small, upmarket and modern hotel belies its size with its big, spacious
rooms. The location is very popular being a short walk away from
various sightseeing spots and iconic London parks, statues and
neighbourhoods. Rare complaints on TripAdvisor appear to be regarding
rooms located close to noisy areas like the lifts so indicate your
preference when booking.
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